Bally/Williams Dimming Module Installation Instructions
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Thank you for purchasing our B/W Dimming Module, if you have any
questions about these instructions, feel free to email me, and
I’ll be glad to help!
Tools you’ll need:

A pair of cutters for the zip ties.

Step 1: Unpack everything; you should have the Dimming Module
with the connector board, female 3 pin connector, a set of three
alligator clips and a few zip ties and adhesive pads.
Step 2:
The power out port on this kit is the standard Stern 3
pin connector providing 12 volts at up to 1 amp to your LED kit.
If your kit uses something different you’ll need an adapter.
Remove the backglass and open the backbox panel on your machine
to gain access behind it. Find an empty space in the game to
mount the dimming module where the power circuit board will
reach the power driver board on your machine. I’ve found it
easier to mount the board in place before starting the wiring.
You will run a zip tie up and down trough the two empty holes on
the board, like in the pic below. Then run it through one of
the adhesive pads and tighten it in place, clipping off the
extra zip tie.

Next run the other zip tie around the bundle of wires on the
other end of the board and run it through the adhesive pad the
same way.

Now simply use the adhesive pads to stick the board where you
have found room, preferably somewhere you can easily reach it to
make brightness adjustments. Make sure the board doesn’t touch
anything metal that may short it out!
Step 3: On the lower left of the power driver board you should
find connector J117. Unplug this connector.

Step 4:
kit.

Plug your games connector onto the connector from your

Step 5:

Plug the kits connector onto the games connector J117.

Step 6: Plug your existing backbox panel into the female plug
coming off of the dimmer module.

Step 7: At this point all that you should have left is the long
cable with 3 alligator clips on the end, go ahead and feed those
down into the body of the machine.
You are now done in the head of the machine (unless you want to
make brightness adjustments which I’ll describe later.) You can

put the display back in place and lock the backglass back now if
you’d like as you’ll need to get under the playfield next.
With the playfield lifted up in the “maintenance” position find
the two lower flipper coils and the through upkicker/ball feed
coil. Please clip one of the clips to one of the wires on each
of these coils. It doesn’t matter which clip goes where, the
kit will figure out where you put them for you. See pics below.

Step 8: We are now done with the installation. The only thing
left to do is zip tie the long gray cable to a bundle of wires
in the game already to keep it safe as you raise and lower the
playfield. Any bundle of wires should suffice to hold it in
place.

Step 9: The dimmer module ships to you on its default settings,
so using it as-is will work just fine but you can adjust the
brightness levels to your liking. If you look at the board
itself you will see two little push buttons, these are the
adjustment buttons and they are labeled “attract” and “game”.

The “attract” button to the left controls the panels brightness
during attract mode and the “game” button to the right controls
the brightness it fades down to when the game starts.
Pressing either button will show you that setting and lower it
one notch, keep pressing it to keep lowering the setting. When
the board gets down to off, it will reset to full brightness.
Not pressing a button for a few seconds will return it to where
it was in the cycle and save your new settings.
Note: It will take a bright-dim cycle for your new settings to
take effect, or you can power the game off and on for them to
take effect now.

NOTE: This kit is for powering 12 volt LEDs only at a max power
draw of 1 amp. It is not designed to power your existing
incandescent panel!
NOTE: Powering the board up with the coin door open or the
power to the coils disabled may cause it to enter “test mode”.
It will fade on and back off then may flash on and off, this is
normal. Powering the kit on with the coil high power enabled
and the coin door closed will cause it to power on correctly.

Congratulations, you’re done!
Again, if you have any questions on any step of the way, or you
have an idea to improve this kit or the instructions, send me an
email at Brandon@arcadeupkeep.com
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